On behalf of P&G’s Sales New Hire Network, I cannot thank Andrew enough for all that he
has done to accommodate our group! His keynote was a great fit for our meeting, and
served as proof that using humor can result in a more engaged audience. Most
importantly, he left our group feeling energized, empowered, and motivated to use
humor in the workplace to drive productivity and bring a more positive culture to our
teams. By far, the best guest speaker I have seen at P&G. His message and delivery went
above and beyond expectations, and the feedback shared by our New Hires is reflective
of the impact he made. If you haven’t already considered “Humor that Works” for your
next event – you’re missing out. Andrew is an absolute pleasure to work with, flat out
hilarious, and will change the way you approach your work and relationships day to day.
I have no doubt that Andrew will be invited back by P&G to speak at future events!
Ashley Maher on behalf of the
CBD New Hire Network Lead Team
New Hire Feedback:
“[Andrew] brought to light something a lot of us overlook in the workplace. As New Hires,
we’re so focused on building professionally we sometimes forget to have fun with it along
the way.”
- Fayetteville New Hire
“Andrew was accessible, inspiring, and (of course) hilarious. I'm willing and motivated to
put some humor in my work!”
- Minneapolis New Hire
“Andrew did a great job sharing relevant, out of the box ideas about humor while having us
all laughing throughout his presentation.”
- Cincinnati New Hire
“Andrew led an informative and engaging session that will help me be a more effective
communicator and teammate.”
- Minneapolis New Hire
“[Andrew’s] ability to effectively use humor in his own speech to captivate his audience was
a testament in it of itself to how effective humor can be in a professional environment.”
- New York New Hire
“Andrew did an excellent job of making his presentation interactive and relatable. His
presentation has already made an impact in our office.” - Grand Rapids New Hire
”Andrew's delivery of the material showed me how humor really can work to deliver a
business message. It was entertaining, memorable, and motivating for change. What else
could you want from a presentation?”
- Orlando New Hire

